Older Girls Love a Party where
they get Pampered
Looking your best is important at any age, especially for older girls. They enjoy
having their hair done, makeup applied, and their nails done. This is why girls
pamper parties are such a huge hit. As the girls get older, you may struggle to
come up with a party idea for them. They are too young for some options and
already too old for others. This is a perfect solution!
Hiring experts to come in and take care of all of it means you get more time to
relax too. Girls pamper parties don’t have to be stressful for you. Focus on some
food and drinks for them as well as some great music. Then the experts can take
care of the rest. You do need to inform them of how many girls though so they can
ensure enough staff sent to help with them all.

Hair
You can pick the options that are given with girls pamper parties, but fixing the
hair is often one of the perks the girls enjoy the most. It can be exciting to see a
new hairstyle completed with the hair you have every day. For those that wear it
straight, a curled look can be appealing. For those with curly hair, someone to
straighten it for them can transform their appearance.
Updo’s can also be a fun way to see different options for them to wear their hair.
Some girls get too self-conscious about change and wear it the same every day.
When they see the versatility it can offer, they may be encouraged to try some
new hairstyles of their own and proudly wear them to school or other functions.

Makeup
Young ladies enjoy experimenting with makeup, and that is why this is a huge hit
with girls pamper parties. Learning the right methods for application can help them
to do it on their own too. They can get a simple makeover or one that is very

colourful and different than what they normally wear. Applying it based on the skin
tone and preferences of each girl are offered.

Nails
Painted fingernails are an option for girls pamper parties. Since everyone sees your
hands, this can be something they show off for weeks after the party. You can go
with basic polish colours or you can have the experts create fun designs on them
for the girls.

Toes
Another option is for the toe nails to be painted. There can be a pedicure involved
with this if you want to go the full distance for them. Painting the toes is a
wonderful treat, especially in the spring or summer when girls often wear sandals.
Lovely toenails can be a great addition to wearing any type of open toed shoes.

Love the Look
They will rave afterwards and talk about the great looks! This is going to be a huge
hit, and there will likely be more girls pamper parties to come in the future for
them. You will be smiling, knowing they all had a fantastic time and it wasn’t hard to
plan. The cost will vary depending on who you hire and how many girls they will
offer the services for.
You should be able to get a great price on such events. Find out who is offering
those services in your area and any packages they have. Work out the final details
about what will be offered, the amount of time they will spend at the event, and
how many people will come to ensure there is plenty of help for all of the girls to
get the one on one attention they deserve.

About Us:

Planning the perfect birthday party for your child should be fun rather than
stressful. It means the world to them to be able to have the theme they want.
From your point of view, it needs to be easy to set up and also affordable. You will
find plenty of delightful items at http://www.especiallyforyouparties.co.uk to
ensure they love their party and they have wonderful memories from it. Their
guests are also going to have a great time due to the atmosphere you have created.
We continue to add new themes all the time as well as offer a wide selection of
timeless favorites.

